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The Tarascon Hospital Medicine Pocketbook is an evidence-based, point-of-care compact

reference book for the busy clinician to use on the hospital wards or in the ICU. This quick reference

provides inpatient clinicians with critical information about the evaluation and management of every

common medical disorder encountered in the hospital, including the most common conditions

encountered in the ICU. This user-friendly pocketbook is packed with tables and algorithms

intended to quickly direct the busy clinician to an evidence-based approach to manage any common

medical condition. The Tarascon Hospital Medicine Pocketbook is an essential guide for all

practicing hospitalists, medical students, resident physicians and midlevel providers who work in the

hospital setting.
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I am a Hospitalist NP and have used this book from day #1. It has precise information regarding the

most common reasons for adult hospitalization along with algorithms to reference quickly when

needed. It starts with ACLS algorithms, and continues to general internal hospital medicine and

even perioperative consultation. It has small print, so reading glasses may be required for us older

folks, but the paperback version is great as it fits in my lab coat pocket or even my scrub pockets

without adding much weight. I also precept Acute Care Nurse Practitioner students and have

recommended this to the students as well. As students, they have found this book extremely helpful

as it carries much information needed without having to fumble through several apps and



pocketbooks.

Overall it's good. But lacking some common hospital diagnoses like cellulitis so I'm a little

disappointed.

Not as useful to me as the Pocket Medicine from MGH is - just a personal preference, no reflection

on Tarascon.

Great book, highly recommended. Goes into great detail about certain diseases that many may not

have much experience with.

Currently a full time hospitalist and part time run a perioperative clinic. This is the first pocket

reference I've used actually using the current periop cv evaluation guidelines which utilizes the

revised cardiac risk index/2007 ACC guidelines. Briefly skimming other areas also had nice,

to-the-point medications/dosages for treatment options (secretions at the end of life, myxedema

coma, and so on). Not bad for a '1st edition' Now where's the easy to use PDA version?

Excellent item.

Good book, but the first time I opened the book, the entire binding came apart. Pages were literally

falling out on the hospital floor.

Book came with unglued binding and pages all coming out. Disappointing
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